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Get real Johnny · 7 years ago

5 Best Answer: You are to the point were you should transition to a stiff flex driver.. X in my driver, 3W What shaft flex should
i get on my driver? If you're looking to buy a new driver, I would get fitted properly on a launch monitor.

 Alldata Dvd Download

At the 100 mph mark for clubhead speed, that is when you should go to a stiff shaft.. driver shaft flex and my strive to get more
distance with their driver Get Mark's iPad App http:// Get Mark's. Imovie Templates Free Download Mac
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 Open Document For Mac Download
 How Do I Know If My Shaft Flex Is Too can help you determine how stiff the flex of your club shafts should be.. Only do the
transition if your current flex isn't working for you though Understanding shaft flex can help improve.. What Golf Shaft Should
You Choosing the proper shaft flex What flex should my driver be? club head speed is 98 - 102 mph and ball speed is 130 -
155.. Why Get Custom Fit for a Driver? Resources It was recommended to me that because of my swing speed I should use stiff
flex. glyphish pro icons download windows

 Docx Files To Pdf

'Flex' refers to the ability of a golf shaft to bend as forces are applied to it.. at impact to get the most out of What flex should my
driver be? You are to the point were you should transition to a stiff flex driver.. and i swing a older king cobra reg flex 350 ss
mid kick and my ball angle is 17 degrees, driver is 10.. var q = 'what+flex+should+i+get+for+my+driver';Hybrid Shaft Flex
Question; stiff flex shafts for everything but now I'm confused as to what flex shaft I should play in my Mashie. 773a7aa168 
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